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VIBESTOWN 
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Up through the trees you’ll find a festival within a festival at the Vibestown Arena. Home to PITP’s second largest stage – the self titled Vibestown Stage as well as the Silvertongue Stage, Mob Vibes, Market stalls and even a skate ramp.







With a mixture of activities, relaxation and dancing, Vibestown Arena is a tribute to some of our favourite acts from all over the country and will be home to a mixture of genres, alternative acts and late night DJ’s. It’s all in the name; it’s a vibe! 

Opening early this year on Thursday night, this stage has some surprises up its sleeve! 
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PADDOCK STAGE 
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The stage we all know and love! The Paddock Stage is where it’s at. Located in the main arena, it’s where you and your friends will find our biggest acts and the best sunsets.
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THE BULLPEN 
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Best described as sci-fi-spaghetti western with an eccentrically queer undercurrent. Last year’s Paddock saw us joined by the Mechanical Bull, Cattle Truck Karaoke, Magician shows  as well as hardcore punk bands, Drag spectaculars and a Dolly Parton cover band or two. A space like no other, get ready to line dance your way into 2024!
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THE BIG TOP 
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Ahhh the Big Top! PITP’s home of beats and late night dancing treats! Transcend into an array of smoke, lights and lasers and some of the biggest bangers and best dance music in the country. There’s sure to be something for everyone… 
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SILVERTONGUE STAGE 
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This little slice of relaxation heaven will host comedians, artist interviews, guest interviews, poetry and even some yoga for those cheeky early morning risers! 

Located within the Vibestown arena, when you’re ready for a break from the music, this is the space to be! 
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